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ON THE LAGRANGE PROBLEM OF THE MEAN MOTION OF PERIHELIA* 

A.A. BUROV 

It is shown that themean motion of perihelia in the Lagrange sense in a 
non-resonance @et is uniformly continuous in the initia3. phases of the 
frequency function. 

The dynamics of a planetary system such as the solar system is examined. To a first 
approximation of perturbation theory, when the squares of the orbit. eccentricities can be 
neglected compared with the eccentricities themselves, the evolution of Lie LapLace vector is 
described by the function 

A(t) = 5 =me=pf2ni(X,t+%m)l 
?n* 

where the constants am,&,,,'pom are determined in terms of the planet mass and the initial 
conditions. The mean motion of the perihelion is defined as 

Lagrange showed that ~=2& if Q&Iz~+~,+.. +-l-a,+ In the non-trivial case when this 
condition is not satisfied, the mean motian is calzulated for n= 2 [1] and for arbitrary R 

/2/ for the non-resonance set of frequencies X=(hO,...,&,):< k,1>+0. Vk=Z"+l, k+O and has 
the form 

F&h) ='2n i; z&W=(a) 
-0 

The existence of mean motion for an arbitraq'set of frequencies L is proved Ln /3/. 
Let: R, 5 be certain continuous fun&ions of the parameter WEIR*. 

Assertion* Tf for cc==, the vector L(apj is non-resonant, then uniformly in qo= TR"l 
+P mod il 

1irn Wta(a),~tW, rpo) -P(a(aoLL(W 
(1-a. 

Remarks. lo. For fixed CC the function p(a,L,rp,) is generally discontinuous in po, when 

x(a) is a resonance vector. 
20. of the function A(f) vanishes for certain values of the time, its argument is not 

defined. In such a case it is customary to distinguish the "first" and "left" arguments of 
the function A(t). when passing through a zero of multiplicity p the right argument of the 
function A (t) receives an increment np ds t-m, while the left receives the increment f--np) 

/4/. The right and left mean motions p+and p- /3/ that are in agreement for non-resonance 
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sets of frequencies are defined correspondingly. The assertion formulated is valid fox both 

the left and the right mean motions. 

Proof of the assertiun. Let k {a) +O. We define Bil,,..j9 tnf~ Trr+" n tgiD= 0) as the set of 

points P4'9 @‘%sp,, -. *, %?d such that the corresponding function Aft) satisfies the following 
conditions: 

lo. A ($1 has just im zeros of multiplicity m in the half-interval [O,ilh,). 
20. Let 6' 

3o. Let 6 

Then i 5 6--V. 
It follows 

the mean motion 

be the number of zeros (t$+) of the function Im-A (t) such that 

t,+ E IO, i/Q, ImA (ts* -I_ 0) > 0, imA (&+ - 0) <O, ReA (t,+) < 0 

be the number of zeros (t,-) of the function ImA 18) such that 

ts- E IO, ilk,), rma @,-+ 0) <O, Imff ff,- - 0) PO, RaA (f;) (0 

from the Ml'-Weyl construction /I, 2/ that for arbitrary initial conditions 
is calculated thus: 

FOX any E>O there exists a neighbourhood U1+sD af the point a* and two continuous 
functiOnS PI f+#,ej. Fzf*3~ef on P such that 

Indeed, if U,is a sufficiently small neighbourhood of eB, then the number of zeros of 
the analytic functions ImA f9 in 

is limited by the constant 'y uniformly in be U,. The multiplicity of each zero of A(t) is also 
limited uniformly in am V,. Then 

1e*t*. e)jqr, Y(*,a)i;r‘" x tit 
For fixed e the functions B+f*,a) and O-[*Xa) agree everywhere except the set 

If S (a, Q) is an e,-neighbourhood of the set V(a), then for a= VI, where c', is a suffi- 
cientlysmallneighbourhood of e0 

Now applying the standard method of approximating step functions by continuous functions 
to G-and G+, we obtain the functions F,, F, that satisfy inequalities (1). 

The subsequent reasoning is similar to the reasoning in Kozlov's theorem about time means 
/ 5 i . 

According to Weierstrass's theorem on approximation /6/, trigonometric polynomials f&(*). 
Q*(q) exist such that 

I Qm VP) - Fm (9, E) I < 46, n = 1, 2 



Then the polynomials P, (9) = Qi(q) - ~/6, P*(q)= Q*(Q)+ ~$6 satisfy the conditions 

P1 (t)<8* We)<P*(W, V(%e) = T" x u1 (2) 

S [~,W---P, Wld+<~ 
Tn 

Let d = max(deg P,, deg P,). Since 0 (eo)> $r S for a=a,<k for all keZZn,k#O, then in a 
certain neighbourhood CJ,ED of the point a,the following inequalities hold 

If 

then upon compliance with the inequalities (3) we have 

Then 
N-l 

lim + i Pq(C+me(u))=Aq= 
N-w I;= s 

P,(w+. 9=1,2 
m-4 T” 

By virtue of the first inequality in (2) 

N-l N-1 N-l +x P1wtl+mow)<~ x C 0* (90 + mo (a), a) < + CI ,1 & (% + ma (a)) 
In=0 m-0 m-0 

and we have in the limit as X-m 

Ald~'(a(a),l.(a),cp,)~A;, a=ulrJUL=Li 

But by virtue of the first inequality in (2) for a = a, 

Al<PPa(crg).~(Qo))6A~ 

from which by virtue of the second inequality in (2) 

I~'(a(a).A(a).cp~)--lr(a(ao), k((10))1<~, e=u 
which it was required to prove. 

The author is grateful to V.V. Kozlov for formulating the problem and for his interest. 
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